Pecan Tree Publishing is now accepting contributions related to the overall theme of the respective publication issue (refer to editorial calendar). We are also accepting pieces for rotating guest columnists and poetry/short fiction relative to per issue theme.

**Thematic journalistic pieces submitted must:**
- Be between 2500 and 5000 words
- Must be the author’s original work and a letter stating ownership must be included
- Must clearly explore the theme/subject matter at hand through in-depth and properly accredited interviews from reputable sources, and must keep Christian tenets at the forefront
- Story concept or outline must be presented to the editor, if a piece is not specifically assigned, and must be approved by the editor
- Work must be turned in by stated issue deadlines.
- A byline and author professional headshot must be included.

**Guest columnists should submit:**
- A synopsis of their proposed column within the scope of our column offerings: Sensual Healing (focusing on health concerns related to sensuality, sexuality and related); My Beloved Calls (related to passionately engaging passion in marriage relationships); From the Pulpit to the Pew (ministers’/pastors’ column related to issue theme); A Beat from My Heart (matters of the heart from a male perspective); God’s Pearls (matters of the heart from a female perspective), Love Never Fails (closing column summarizing content from respective issues). Columns can be Question and Answer or narrative style. The same must be approved by Editor/Publisher
- Columns must be between 1000 – 1750 words
- Columns must be the author’s original work and any quoted sources must receive proper credit, according to Associated Press or Chicago Style Manual guidelines (proper styles can be easily checked via web search).
- Work that espouses Christian beliefs and doctrines
- Proper listing of Bible versions quoted (i.e. New King James Version)
- Work that presents opinion with supporting thought steams

**Short Fiction submitted must:**
- Be between 2500 and 3500 words
- Must be the author’s original work and a letter stating ownership must be included
- Must espouse Christian beliefs and doctrine
- The genre is Christian fiction, therefore personal testimonies not written in that format, should not be submitted.
- Be romantic, inspiring, passionate without leaning towards erotica and as much as possible should be in line with issue themes

**Poetry submitted must:**
- Be no longer than 40 lines
- Must be the author’s original work and a letter stating ownership must be included
- Must espouse Christian beliefs and doctrine
- Cannot be even slightly erotic but may infuse romance and passion, similar to the Songs of Songs (Solomon)

All work must be submitted via email and should include a brief one paragraph biography. Please submit a professional headshot as well; photographs may be featured with submission according to editor’s discretion and space allotment. All works should be submitted via email to: beloved@pecantreemags.com. All work is subject to editing.